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Overview

● Fundamentals of co-operation
● Work underway
● Examples of co-operation
● Challenges / questions
● Next steps

● Detail of recommendations (for 
reference only)
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Fundamentals of co-operation I
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• Enforcement co-operation
• Sharing information
• Investigative co-operation
• Cross-border outcomes

• System co-operation (e.g. complaints 
/ redress)
• Creating shared systems
• Operating shared systems
• Bringing shared systems together

• Policy co-operation
• Discussing joint priorities and solutions
• Publishing joint positions
• Co-ordinating broader projects



Fundamentals of co-operation II
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• Why co-operate?
• Common problems
• Shared objectives 
• Stronger together

• How to co-operate?
• Through formal networks
• Bilaterally (formal or informal)
• Clear legal basis for co-operation is 

essential

• When to co-operate
• Investigating same problem / trader
• Consumers raise concerns
• X-border enforcement or resolution 

necessary



Work underway
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• US and UK have been working together 
with others through UNCTAD and OECD to 
promote a recommendation on cross-
border public law enforcement

• This focuses on four key themes and 15 
recommendations:
• Intelligence sharing and co-ordination
• Investigation
• Securing cross border outcomes
• Resolving conflicts of law

• The main goal is to ensure countries have 
effective legal structures in place to enable 
and support effective cross-border 
enforcement



Examples of co-operation
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• Other examples of co-operation and 
underlying systems include:
• This event
• US Safe Web Act provisions on cross-border
• European CPC network
• European RAPEX product safety network
• Scandinavian agency co-operation
• US FTC – UK CMA Memorandum of 

Understanding
• Japanese agreements on cross-border 

complaint handling and consumer education
• South American agency co-operation
• US-led African dialogue

• Consumers International

• Apologies if I’ve left out your examples!



Challenges
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• Can you share information with overseas enforcers?

• Can you keep any information you receive in confidence?

• Can you investigate on behalf of other agencies?

• Can you take enforcement action on behalf of overseas 
consumers against traders in your own country?

• Are you able to enforce decisions against traders 
overseas? How?

• Do you have the resources and capability to take forward 
such work?



Next steps
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• Further discussion of the model law proposals at ICPEN and 
at OECD consumer committee in the autumn
• We would welcome further comments and discussions

• Continue to share best practice on co-operation but also to 
identify solutions to problems e.g. information sharing 

• Potential for separate work on cross-border online dispute 
resolution led by Indian consumer complaints body?

• Key obstacle likely to remain different legal systems and 
different applicable law

• Common approach to platforms and other shared concerns?
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